Jet Noise Reports, May 2014 - June 2016
Data gathered from reports filed on the
San Juan County Jet Aircraft Noise Reporting website
http://sjcgis.org/aircraft-noise-reporting/
 Loudness Reports
 Reports of Noise by Hour of the Day
 Reports by Month
 Comments submitted March 1 - June 30, 2016
Reporting began on May 15, 2014. Users of the website enter type of loudness, date, time, comments, aircraft
type, and contact information. Due to the variety of devices used to submit data (e.g. desktop, laptop, I-pad,
smartphone), data can be recorded differently. Efforts have been made to standardize data. Errors in totals are
estimated to be less than half a percent.
The San Juan County Jet Aircraft Noise Reporting website was approved by the County and developed to enable
San Juan County residents to have a reliable source for recording and tracking their comments and complaints
about jet noise from Naval Air Station Whidbey Island.
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Noise Reports by Hour of the Day, January 2015 - June 2016
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COMMENTS
Very loud disruptive and painful to ears fly over
"growler flying low over Lopez Hill
two different times"
Absolutely deafening noise from jet directly over my house by Beach
on west side next to Fisherman Bayand up the San Juan channel
toward. Loudest jet ever heard here - since Growlers started flying
from Whidbey. Very upsetting.

The last few weeks have been brutal but I have been too busy to fill
out this form. Today the noise of a plane was ear splitting and
yesterday the rumble from testing went on for hours. I am so
disturbed and upset by the noise.
loud rumbling and vibration starting at 7:30AM continuing to nowevening. Activities disrupted all day. Sounds like an earthquake!
Loud rumbling from engine run-up entire day waking us at 7:30 and
continuing still through dinner and now bedtime!

Our home shook as another Navy fighter flew near it.

R U kidding? Constant roar at 4:30am? Super-insulated house, triplepane windows, backdrop to the wind.

Cover-your-ears level intensity. Window and object rattling. Repeated
at 8:43 and 8:46pm. Duration greater than 30 seconds.

How long is this going to last? Amazingly unaffected by the very gusty
winds.comstant loudness.

Horrible roaring, vibrating, dreadful noise and vibration. Cannot
believe this is allowed. This noise destroys all normal well being.

I've been awake now for 20+ mins--constant loud roar that even the
high winds do nothing to mask

The noise was unbelievable head vibrating and ground shaking, both
inside and outside of buildings in the village!

Still rumbling-- well over 1/2 an hour straight

loud jet noise over the southwest side of the north end! flying over
the area for several minutes
Ongoing super-loud rumbling. Extremely well-insulated house seems
no defense. Overcast. Little wind.
"Growler engine runup.
Windows rattling. Table shaking in bedroom. 10:00 PM, FFS!!!"
Low altitude and very high thrust

Okay, maybe what I heard last night was not you guys--I'm not usually
awake at 4:30am. If I was mistaken, I apologize....
Completely drowned out the music I was listening to INSIDE; walls
and windows rattled.
Takeoff or runup noise. Very loud, especially in the 70 to 125 Hz
frequency range.
It has been rumbling awhile, some much louder than others. Puts a
person on edge.

Low flyover

Highest amplitude at 43 Hz. Windows, glasses in cabinets, and
silverware in drawer all rattling. This sucks.

My windows are rattling and my dinner time is being disturbed after
a long day of work.

Audible inside; loudest sound in the environment

aircraft above clouds

The windows of my residence are rattling. I am working at home
today and finding it extremely difficult to concentrate on my work

and I am losing valuable productive time that translates directly into
my earnings.
Disrupting rumbling
More of the same. Takeoffs / runups. Lots of low frequency noise and
rattling walls and windows.
8:35am. Yesterday was bliss. Quiet. Now, this morning, the huge
roaring and vibration penetrates our home again.
I was working in my orchard when 2 jets flew over and I had to stop
talking to my friend and hold our ears for 3 minutes. The sound was
deafening and this has been going on all day and yesterday.
low flyover
When can we expect your hotshot children to learn how to fly their
toys respectfully. I have 25,000 hrs in jets. Your children suck.
Many very loud jet noises. Even heard a very loud one in Lopez
Village at noon, so not just the southend is being blasted
EA18G overhead WSW-bound at high thrust and low altitude

8:24am. ANOTHER roar and rumble and vibration hits our home. Is
this going to be another day when I cannot concentrate on my work
in my home office? It never used to be this way.
1018am I have to wear noise-cancelling headphones in my own
home in order to avoid the distraction of the jet roaring. What gives
the Navy the right to invade my home? Control your noise!!!
10:20am. Though I wear noise-cancelling headphones in my own
home so that I can concentrate on my work, I can still feel the
vibrations shuddering through my home and body. Jets roaring this
morning.
11:11am. More rumbling and roaring of jet noise into our home.
11:17am. MORERoaring and vibration rolling through my home. The
house vibrates. I feel the shuddering.
11:21am NASWI is really rattling the airwaves. I am shaking, my
home is vibrating. Jets taking off? Engine run-ups? They should be
smart enough to mitigate this thunder. Not so smart, are they?

Two Growlers in formation NE-bound

11:30am. This is absolutely thunderous. The house vibrates as the
thunderous roar rolls through. Long rolling sensation, like a train
going through the house. The Navy is invading us, treating us as
collateral damage.

8:45am Excessively loud jet with a very long roar broke the morning
quiet. Cloudy, so could not see, but the noise piercingly penetrated
our home.

11:54am. Another rolling vibration. The roaring has been continuous
this morning. Not a good day to live on Lopez island. NASWI
continues to invade us with roaring jets and thunderous vibrations.

8:47am. yet another huge jet roaring above us in the skies. VERY
LOUD. Growler sounding because of the LONG roar.

1:42pm Characteristic loud growler jet roars somewhere overhead. I
am inside, but can clearly hear the roar of the jet, the long long long
roar of a growler.

EA18G overhead WSW-bound at high thrust and low altitude

Loud over Village where it is not supposed to be
8:21am. Huge roar and vibration shuddering across our property and
through our home.

8:07pm Characteristic LONG LONG LONG LOUD LOUD LOUD roar and
scream of a growler flying directly overhead this evening. The noise
was disruptive.

8:20pm Rumble roar and vibration from some jet action coming from
Whidbey this evening.
9:14pm HUGE rolling thunder and vibration at 9:14pm!! What is
going on? Now is the time for rest, yet my home is being hit by
engine ROARING!!!! Now here comes a jet zooming overhead.

E-18 flight pattern right up north on San Juan Channel. So loud that
interrupts dinner conversation. Why do they insist on flying so late what's the purpose?
Extremely loud low flying Growlers with landing gear down over my
house.

4:25. Loud rumble heard and felt. Jet rumble. jet noise permeates
the skies.

Extremely loud low flying Growler with gear down over my house.
Lots of rumbling in the distance.

Utterly dreadful noise and vibration. Very disturbing to think noise
like this is allowed. This noise is dreadful and deeply disruptive.
Deeply disturbing.

Multiple, low flying, very loud Growlers with landing gear down over
our house.

Saturday 9:54am. HUGE roar, rumble and vibration are shuddering
through my home. Tremendous and prolonged.
Saturday 9:56am. ANOTHERR huge roar and vibration hits our home.
Saturday 10am. ANOTHER in a series of huge blasts of vibrating
thunder hits our home.
12:20pm. In the Village. Experienced a terrific rumble and roar and
the air vibrated. Same experience as the jet roaring on the South
End.
12:32pm. Once again in the Village felt the air vibrate with a huge
roar, same roar as experienced on the South end from Whidbey jets.
No0w it is all the way into the Village.
Saturday afternoon. Jet noise pretty much all day today as jets
roared around somewhere. Clearly heard though not seen. growlers
are TOO LOUD for this region.

"deafening noise all day
observed plane flying with wheels down"
noise all day long and very loud in afternoon
We love the Navy. Please keep our brave and beloved Navy Pilots
safe. Fly Navy!
We had to shout to talk at Midnight's Farm leaving yoga.
Very loud and disruptive.
Low jet overhead
Two fighter aircraft in tandem and then a solo coming from south and
then turning east
Two Growler Jets flew directly over me and the causeway on
Bayshore. Flew very low then banked to east across Lopez Island.
Noise so loud it startled me.

On what should be a beautiful spring morning filled with birdsong,
instead there is a dreadful roar and rumble of navy jets. This noise
destroys ALL peace.

Only minutes later after flight of 2 Jets - this jet even lower and
louder flew over causeway. Noise from jet so loud it was as if I was
standing behind a commercial jet taking off on runway at Seatac.
Painful to ears. Unlawful environmental noise.

Very disruptive

jets flying all day - constant noise

Loud low Growler over North Lopez

11:32am. Ripping and roaring noise of jet above. Noise penetrates
above the sound of washing machine and music on the audio. Cloud
cover, but distinctly a Growler flying low.
Aircraft directly overhead. Had to stop meeting until flyby ~ 1 minute
had occurred
Noon. Extremely loud Growler Jet roaring above. Long long and loud
loud roar very characteristic of Growler. Broke right through the
regular indoor household sounds. penetrates everything.
12:18pm. Jet noise as several jets have been roaring around the skies
over the past 15 minutes. Too LOUD. Signature Growler roaring.
1:15pm. Excessively loud jet roaring. Very long roar, just keeps
roaring and roaring and roaring above, as if it is circling the area. Loud
inside the house. TOO LOUD outside.

Low, slow, dirty, flying northward overhead. Under the overcast, wind
insignificant.
Aircraft flew overhead at low altitude and speed with a very high
thrust setting.
10 different noise entries69.7 - 78dBA
LOUD!!!
LOUD
Periodic jet roaring today. Tonight there is a consistent rumble and
noise in the sky. These Growler jets just make too much noise
through deep deep roaring. TOO NOISY!!!
1:10 - 85dBA, 3:46pm - 75 flyover, 7:07pm - 8:30 pretty constant
roaring67.6 - 76dBA Probably FCLP's

2:37pm here comes ANOTHER growler roaring overhead. Their roar
is so characteristic. LOUD LOUD LOUD and prolonged, as if the jet is
circling above.

Loud rumble and vibration heard. We usually don't have vibration
here on N Lopez but I heard my house rattle! Lasted for a whole
minute!

2:49pm. Totally unpleasant to be outside. The jet roaring in the skies
is almost constant. The noise blots out all normal sounds, as if we are
living right across from a train yard. these jets are TOO NOISY for this
area.

78.6dBA inside measurement - too loud to be outside.

3:13pm. MORE LOUD jet noise fills the skies. Growler jets emit loud
deep roar, and it lasts a long time. Not at all like other aircraft that
flies above and near us. The Growlers are TOO LOUD. Disturbing and
distracting.
Noise so deep it jars every aspect of being. Allowing this sort of noise
in the environment is antithetical to health and well being.
Loud aircraft overhead
This is a deep rumble that doesn't sound like FCLP's continues on and
on -

Overflight - 90dBA (inside measurement. I was walking - very
uncomfortable outside.
1:35pm. VERY LOUD two growlers clearly visible flying over Mud Bay.
LONg and prolonged scream and roar. TOO LOUD!!!!
4:33pm Very loud jet roaring above us. A long roar, usually indicative
of a Growler. Cloud cover, so cannot see.
7:53pm. Bothered by an extremely low-flying LARGE plane overhead.
Don't recognize the type of plane. Big and loud because it is flying so
low and slow.
steady roars 65 -70dBA inside
85dBa in the garden

Also 3:52pm, 4:02pm, 4:12pm, 4:14pm, 4:22pm, 4:24pm, 4:31pm very low, many with landing gear down, flying west to Iceberg,
turning south over Straits, repeated pattern. Other times later in
evening.
Going on since the top of the hour at regular intervals
As if on tarmac at SEATAC directly behind 747 taking off for 3 minutes
- that's the bombing of sound we heard & felt. Even covering ears
didn't keep this from hurting. Plane very very low, landing gear down,
from E turned S over Straits.

I'm inside a room with acoustic treatment, with noise-isolating
headphones on (29 dB rating), listening to music, and I can hear
Growler noise over it all.
Big blast! 72 dBA inside the house - 85dBC . Wouldn't a schedule be
nice. Is this the beginning of a horrible afternoon or just another
jarring blast?!!!!!!!!!!!!!
11:45am. Standing outside the library in the Village. Distracted by
very loud jet roaring above. Cloud cover, so could not see, but it had
the signature long and loud roar of a Growler.

continuous blasts - too loud to be outside
WE NEED A SCHEDULE!!!!!
Giant blasts, working in garden. Huge sound pressure on ears.
Aslo 12:12pm, 12:25pm, 12:29pm, 12:37pm, 3:06pm, 5;15pm and a
few later.
2 - Growlers overhead turning east = 88.7dBA INSIDE THE HOUSE deafening!
Very loud, disrupted early sleep, flew over west side if fisherman bay
noise 9:14-9:18
11 roars each lasting 2-3 minutes ranging from 65-79.3dBA. Each roar
punctuated by silence. Engine testing? Why at night!!!!!!!!!!
Why did they wait until 21:30 to do this?
Repetetive. Growlers just south of here westbound at low altitude.
Very loud, especially low frequency oise when aircraft have passed.
Windows rattling, etc.
Inside measurements. 9:05am Blast, 9:25am Another blast, 9:30am
overflight 79dBA 89dBC - everything is shaking, 9:32am 70dBA,
83dBC, 9:42am 66.8dBA, 9:46am 72dBA-84,4dBC. Horrible.

8:52am SUNDAY MORNING. Skies are rumbling with deep jet
roaring. Not regular airplanes, but rumbling roars.
7:43am LOUD roar, rumble and vibration of jet engines. A beautiful
morning. A loud, disruptive ROAR.
8:38am. Loud jet roaring in the vicinity. Too loud. Sounds like
growler roaming around.
86dBA in the house!!!!! Everything shakes. Our tax dollar at work.
Two Growlers over flight (85dBA inside) headed east. Very disruptive.
3 noise events, 62.6 - 75.4 dBA inside measurements
more noise, again.
4 - huge blasts each lasting a minute or two. Are these engine testing
pointed at Lopez? Whoud a hush house make a difference? 68.7dBA 108.6dBA inside measurements. Unbelievable loud . . .
Off and on most of the day starting around 0900
79.9dBA outside. Huge Blast. I was walking - The week begins with
noise.
8:40pm. It is such a nice evening, but no use taking a walk outside.
The skies are filled with jet rumbling. Deep, pervasive, NOISE.

9:38pm. Loud jet roaring in the sky. Noise penetrates our home over
and above the TV. Disturbing and distracting deep and constant roar.

to go outside when it sounds like bombers are bearing down on us in
minutes. Roaring right now.

9:40pm. There is ANOTHER ROAR. Very loud jet engine roaring.
Consistent and pulsating.

6:32pm. There is a persistent and disturbing low rumble from
Whidbey this evening. Sounds like imminent thunder. Always a noise
FROM WHIDBEY. IT NEVER USED TO BE THIS WAY.

9:42pm. The loud roaring continues, following other vibrating roars.
It is a wall of noise that penetrates our home, above the normal
household sounds. There it goes again. Jets taking off? Engine runups?
9:51pm. Loud jet roaring fills the skies. A wall of noise is hitting our
home in waves. Cannot have the windows open. This is disruptive.
Intermittent roaring. DREADFUL NOISE.
8:46am. On the phone at home when conversation was disrupted by
very loud jet noise. Sounded like a loud growler overhead. Not one
of the small planes. VERY LOUD ROAR. I could not get to a window to
see out.
9:37am Disturbed by constant roaring and what sounds like jets
taking off. Not sure. But the noise is CONSTANT.
10:05am LOUD JETS roaring. First the rumble, then the jet flying
roaring in the skies.
10:08am. The rumbling continues. Very noisy outside. Unpleasant
to be outside.
10:20am Extremely loud jet roaring overhead. LONG LONG ROAR.
Deafening. We were doing a tricky project outside and could not
hear each other. Dangerous. TOO LOUD.
11:05am. Roaring jet noise disrupts the air. Difficult to be outside.
11:36am. More roaring. jets flying loudly overhead this morning.
2:43pm. The day has been full of noise. Jet engines roaring for takeoff, I think, and jets roaring in the skies. So noisy outside. I just hate

The roaring is continuous this evening. It penetrates our home.
Having given up any idea of sitting in the yard this evening, it is just as
bad inside our home. The GROWLERS are TOO LOUD. The roar is too
deep and penetrating.
6:08pm Growler jet flying LOUDLY and LOW over MUD BAY. Very
Loud screaming roar.
7:01pm. The jet roaring fills the skies and penetrates our noise. Jet
engines running? Jets taking off? It disturbs outside activities.
9:35am. Deep roar of jet engines and long vibration hits our home.
9:49am. I am trying to work at home which requires some
concentration. We are getting hit by roaring and vibration as, what,
jets are taking off? I cannot concentrate.
9:54am. The roaring continues. Vibrations hit our home.
9:57am There goes another ROAR and VIBRATION. How can I
concentrate on my work when this disruption is occurring?
10:02am. The roaring continues. Will this be all day? Do I have to
leave and go to the library so I can concentrate? I am far away from
Whidbey, why are we being assaulted?
10:08am. After an assault of continuous roaring and vibrations, we
have jet noise overhead. Cloudy. TOO LOUD and PROLONGED wall of
noise.
Totally unpleasant to be in or outside this morning. Jets roaring in
the skies. Jet noise fills the air. Why don't they just fly over Whidbey

Island, the island that loves them so much? Why fly over the San
Juans?
11:34am. Had to wear headphone this morning to block jet noise
while working. Took them off the answer the phone. Jets still roaring
in the skies. No peace. Jet noise penetrates my home.
2:16pm. A very noisy aircraft above. I could not see it because I was
on the phone and not looking out the window. Very noisy and hard
to hear the person on the phone.

10:10, 10:15, 10:30 - all morning we had ear splitting noise. Then
after lunch it went on all afternoon. Me and my crew are working on
a house on Alec bay and it is very disturbing.
5:15 pm or so. Loud jets roaring around. Deep deep and loud loud
rumblings. Very unnerving. Unpleasant to be outside.
5:30pm Loud rumblings continue. A lot of jets roaring around to the
south of us. Very noisy in the skies. Drowns out the birdsong.

Clearly see two Growlers, no problem with visibility right over Lopez
Village. Had to stop my conversation at work.

9:57am Disturbing deep and low rumble in the skies. Thought it was
a big truck roaring in the driveway and had to interrupt my work to
see what the problem was. No truck. It sounds like a growler.

Very loud flyover on north end - west to east - low to the islands
under low cloud cover - 3 times in 30 min

10:31am. Tremendous jet roaring to the north, northwest. Very loud
in the skies.

Loud an directly over Lopez Hill, Lopez Island, WA

12:04pm. Don't know what it was,..a take-off or engine run-up? Big
blast of jet roaring hit us.

1:36pm Very loud jet in the skies. A long long roar. Goes on and on.
Signature roar of the Growler.
3:01pm. A HUGE and sudden roar startled me. I raced outside to see
what was wrong, think a car had gone off the road. It is a growler,
flying from the NW toward Whidbey. A PROLONGED and roaring wall
of noise.
11:39am. Growler jet flying over the west side of Lopez. Heading
north. Loud roar. Heard it coming before I could see it. Loud roar
continued. Disrupted conversation.
Extremely loud. I did see the aircraft, I don't know the elevation.
3:04pm. Loud jet roar somewhere above startled me and diverted
my attention from my work. A very loud and continuous roaring.
3:16pm. Growler jet flying over Mud Bay. TOO LOUD!!!!
3:18pm. ANOTHER LOUD Growler jet flying over us. TOO LOUD!!!!!

Constant rumble - trying to sleep with ear protection FCLP???!!!
more loud disturbing rumbling all day long. We are stuck on the job
site and by the end of the day I am exhausted just from the constant
noise
10:25am. SUPER LOUD jet overhead. Long screaming roar. Too
many clouds. Sounds like all the other growlers that disrupt our lives.
The roar is STILL GOING on as I type.
11:45am. Another loud jet roaring overhead. Too cloudy to see, but
has characteristic LONG deep roar of the growler. Disruptive.
Penetrates our home.
11L51am. Another loud jet roaring overhead. Prolonged roar.
11:58am What is going on. Loud jets roaring overhead one after
another. Distracting.
12:59pm Another jet comes roaring in the skies. TOO LOUD!!!!!

1:25pm. ANOTHER LOUD jet roar fills the skies. The noise fills the
house. Disturbing. These jets are TOO loud, and their ROAR is too
long.
1:29pm. Jets have been regularly roaring in the skies today. TOO
NOISY. GO AWAY!!!! The roaring penetrates my home.

75.6dBA inside, 82.7 outside - overflight
Can't sleep with all the noise - out walking.
Low flying jet west to east
Low flying jet

2:13pm. More LOUD and LONG LONG LONG roaring of jet above.
Characteristics scream, roar of the Growler. It never ends. The roar
just keeps echoing through the skies and into our home.

Rumbling to Loud Noise and Vibration all day - Can't hear
conversations and distracted - not feeling well

2:26pm. ANOTHER Growler is rip-roaring over our home. LOUD. and
long screaming roar. It is quieter living next to SeaTac. These jets are
too noisy for this region. I hold our Congress people responsible.

Constant noise - 75dBA range

1:06pm. Jet noise continues to fill the skies. Definitely growlers.
Very loud and deep roaring that blots out normal household noises.

Felt like Armageddon warzone. Lasted several hours.

Out walking with ear protection. 68 - 79dBA inside - 85-90 outside.

75 and 76dBA inside the house

Constant noise - 2nd night of roaring - hard to sleep

Continual low roaring. I'm glad it's too cold to have the windows open
cause it would be really loud

such load rumbling and a jet going over in the afternoon. At one
point I was giving direction to a crew member and had to stop talking
until the noise stopped as we could not hear

Rumbling noises continue early this morning. Could not sleep,
pounding headache from yesterday - No Human should be subject to
this type of environmental impact!!

9:17am. Huge roar filling the sky and penetrating my home as
Growlers fly overhead. The noise is abusive, interrupting daily
household work.

Rumbling begins - can't hear conversation on the phone and
headache getting worse

more rumbling in the morning

Just heard the aircraft.

Night #3 of no sleep. This should not be happening where people live.

As I sit watching our horses peacefully graze and the Eagles flying
overhead the rumbling intrudes and I can feel it vibrating. I wonder if
it is as harmful to our beautiful horses as it is to humans � None of us
asked for this abuse.

It's Sunday - we expect quiet - not another night of noise. Wouldn't
it be sensible and kind to post a schedule training so we would know
if this would last 5 min or 5 hours?
"10 am super loud rumbling that continued all day. very disruptive.
next day was worse; starting at 9:30 and continuing about every 10 to
15 minutes mid afternoon. The intensity was nerve racking and the
loudness hurt my ears."

Rumble of noise. Disrupted my audio recording that I do for work.

shook the house, also several on Mother's Day evening . Guests were
alarmed

Rumbling went on and off throughout the day and is very exhausting.
Also, I forgot to record times this week but the noise continued all
week while we worked at Alec Bay.

Still being kept awake
Constant roaring. Inside measurements 60 - 70dBA

could not see plane - inside

This is a rumble that is literally shaking my body. Very disturbing. I'm
walking and wishing I could get away from it.

planes rumbling every few minutes for the past 70 minutes. noise
level varying, but at times very loud. Still rumbling right now

Very loud, very rumbly, more intense vibrations than usual

Low Growler over my home!
Growlers flying over our house and Aleck Bay low and loud. It is very
loud inside our house�
we have been working at Aleck Bay for the last month. It is very
exhausting and disturbing to constantly be inundated with severe
noise & rumbling that goes through my body. the constant assault is
hard on me. I do not have time to record ea. time
Loud blasting - overflight at 10:10am
Rumbling and vibrations on and off all day. The kind of noise that
when it stops my body feels like a weight has been lifted. The
Growler should not be degrading the very essence of our region!
Huge blasts. Impossible to sleep even with noise canceling head
phones. Something is terribly wrong with this picture.
HORRIBLE distant roaring, hour after hour. This destroys all sense of
calm or well being. It is a dreadful noise even when not loud enough
to rattle windows. DREADFUL.
Giant Blast! Inside measurements 80dBA
Can hear the noise with closed-back headphones on and music
playing through them in an interior room.
Lots of low frequency noise. The activity disrupted would be SLEEP.
Continual loud rumbling! I'm thankful it's cool and our windows are
shut or it would be difficult to sleep.

Low loud rumbling has been continuing since this morning;
sometimes loud enough to prevent conversation outside. I can feel
our house shaking and feel it shaking me�
deep, consistent roaring Inside measurements: 60-82dBA
Intense low frequency vibration. Rattling windows and walls shaking.
Extremely loud growler on departure
From 4 PM to 7:50, episodic but clear rumbling, loudest noise in the
soundscape, audible inside our home, consistent with Growler jet
traffic at Whidbey.
1:10 pm & 5:30 pm shook China hutch - contents vibrating
Jet flew over northern end of San Juans with landing gear down heading east. Noise was sudden, loud and very startling
frequent rumblings in the wee hours when I would like to sleep
This occurs every day on the east/ south side of Vancouver Island
Very loud low frequency noise from the direction of NAS Whidbey.
House framing, windows, objects on shelves rattling.
Engine sound rolls over our quiet village this morning. My guests who
rent my house will chose to visit elsewhere as the noise interrupts my
morning as well as my guests.
2 growlers came in over Aleck Bay and our house then turned NE and
turned on the afterburners. It was so loud even plugging my ears as
firmly as I could. It's hard to be on our deck when this occurs.���

I was wearing protection while mowing the yard and could still hear
the blasting engines right overhead.

Noise ranged form 62.5dBA - 86dBA inside the house. It's like living
with a blow torch.

"10:15 - rumbling through my body

Huge Blast 87.3 in the house

11:35 Extremely loud jets overhead

65-75dBA inside the house. Noise canceling head phones help.

11:55 rumbling - hurt ears & chest

different kind of huge DEEP rumbles. Very disturbing.

continued rumbling throughout the day."

Too low. But because F15 not Navy's F18 not as bad

Rumbling noted beginning at 9:30 am ,again on return home at 12:45
sounds like earthquake unsettling,anxiety provoking

Running weed eater outside and wearing noise canceling head
phones. Growler noise is dominant. Very disturbing

53.1 -60dBA inside measurements. Hard to sleep but appreciating
that we FINALLY have a schedule for FCLP.

Landing gear down on Growler flying south over Aleck Bay then east
over Straits. Also same at 1:17pm

Horrible distant roar. Unsettling, destroys all sense of peace. Deeply
invasive, physically painful. It hurts my ears.

jets overhead for past couple of hours

Trying to sleep. Too loud
Constant rumbling and it's almost my bedtime�.
Constant roar coming from Whidbey NAS this evening. Disrupted
peace and evening meal.
Since 7:50 PM, nearly constant loud rumble with house vibration.
Source is from the south, consistent with Growler traffic at NAS
Whidbey.
For the last FORTY minutes - my entire evening walk - sacred silence
of Lopez - interrupted by huge jet engines. Imagine yourself walking
under the takeoff path of SeaTac - jets 100 feet over your head.
Obscene actions by navy at my neighborhood.
Almost constant jet noise all afternoon as I spent time at Point
Colville
It's hard to have the noise happening at night. They are on the E-W
runway so it's 55-65 dBA - but we did not move here 40 years ago to
be in a war training zone. Very disruptive.

Gear down, low, slow, directly overhead (turned from moving west to
moving southward). Little wind, mostly clear.
Really loud now and this morning - cannot hear phone calls and
animals scared
Flying dirty !! Complaint phoned in immediately with request to
know what Navy has done about it. (yeh right)
The growler flew directly over Point Colville, a natural BLM protected
scenic area. It rudely interrupted a very tranquil walk with a guest to
the island.
2 growlers flew over head from south. Disrupted work conversation.
Aircraft sounds for about 10 minutes
2 giant blasts
Disrupted work and concentration. Had to cover ears to protect from
painful level of noise
Growlers right over our house with ear splitting noise. I'll have to
wear ear protection to work in my yard�

while I did not see the plane the level of noise suggested it was flying
dirty

Jets flyin over our home very low and loud...I think it's going to be an
ear splitting day.���

2 Growlers with landing gear down, coming from north over Iceberg
and out to Straits, many other jet noises also today but most were
not as loud as this one, a couple were but wasn't able to check on
landing gear

ear down low, slow, directly over lower end of Lopez, turned west out
over the water. Mostly clear, light wind from Nw
ANOTHER very loud jet roar. Sounds like a jet taking off. Why do I
have to hear that when I live 14 miles away???

Excruciatingly loud. Had to put on ear protection. 2 growlers flying
very low.

ANOTHER huge roar sweeps through the air around our home.

Flight of 2, both gear-down, slow, just south of overhead. Clear, no
wind.

Yet ANOTHER loud rumble. Sounds like a jet taking off. Why do I
have to hear this when I live 14 miles away. The GROWLERS are
WRONG for this region.

"series of overflights and blasts:
11am , 11:02am, 11:15am, 12:30pm, 12:36pm - overflight at 85dBA .
inside the house"
Outside weedeating. Wearing ear protection. Jets are loudest thing I
can ear. body vibrating.
Rumble in the skies disturbs the peace this morning. Sounds like a
growler taking off.
Loud aircraft noise this morning
Around 10 and again around 10:20 AM. Could not hear each other
speak on front porch. Visitors asked how we put up with the
disruption. Last week I actually saw the Growler flying over our
property - usually just hear them or vibrate with them.
Extremely LOUD screaming growler jet flying just south of my home.
Toward the southwest. Very long roar. Disrupted my work because I
had to dash to see if the washing machine was going crazy, until I
figured out it was a jet.
Growler with landing gear down, came from north and went out over
Straits. Also deep rumble at 10:04am

accidently listed report that looks like I live in the water. Live near
MacKaye Harbor. Please fly over military land not residential.
One or more jets roaring around in the skies. Can't tell, but it is very
noisy. A streaking roar.
One of the noisiest days yet. "Premier Base" ruins San juan Co.
economy for Oak Harbor $. Cantwell, Murray, Larsen and Inslee are
leaving quite a legacy.
Short huge blasts and an overflight. If the schedule is right at least
this in not the beginning of FCLP's and hours of noise. Grateful for a
schedule.
Walking after work. Disturbed by very loud jet roaring in the skies. I
was in the trees and could not see, but the roaring was extremely
loud and continuous. Almost a minute of jet engine roaring.
Staring the morning with a VERY LOUD roaring jet just south of my
home, over the trees. The jet noise goes on and on and on.
Jet roaring in the skies continues.
Growler flying gear down - approx 1500 feet. 85+ dBA inside my
home.

Growler screaming overhead - gear down, 1500 feet +. Called it in to
NASWI
12:25pm, Friday, June 17. Extremely loud jet roar outside during an
exercise class disrupted the instructions. Could not see it, but the roar
was shattering AND LONG.
It's only Wed, but it's been a bad week. Much distant roaring, deeply
intrusive and unsettling. Was awakened multiple times overnight
Tues. Jets immediately overhead now.
Loud rumble, several times this morning, fairly close together at
times.
We have company visiting, and they took a walk to Point Colville this
morning. They returned complaining of excessing jet noise and
"vibrations."

The jet roaring continues into the afternoon. Extremely disturbing.
Why are these jets SO LOUD, with deep roaring, rumbling and
vibrations that tremble through our home?
Very loud jet roaring overhead. Disrupted conversation. Prolonged
scream. Cloudy, could not see, but sounds like a Growler due to
prolonged roar.
Skies continue to be filled with jets roaring around. Very noisy
outside when I tried to spend a few moments outside as a break from
work.
Loud jet roar in the skies.
Loud jet roar in the skies right now. Long long roaring.

no sighting but semi-continuous rumblings

irritating & intrusive -- navy should not be allowed to do this in
inhabited areas. how about protecting good citizens from our own
military? continuous noise...!

Trying to entertain visitors on our outside patio. Jet rumblings have
disturbed us this evening.

Would like to go to sleep but the incessant jet noise roar from
Whidbey is too disruptive. It is 11:06PM at night for goodness sake.

Jet noise this evening has been disturbing. Sounds like Growler
activity.

constant noise has been going on for hours, can't sleep, well after
midnight! these activities should be moved to uninhabited areas -DOD has plenty of land w/o having to abuse populated areas this
way. unconscionable!

loud series of rumbles w almost no breaks
started low rumbling - vibrates the building
Extremely loud and troubling roar and rumble in the skies. Deep and
pervasive penetrating our home. Jet roar or earthquake? Sounds and
feels the same.
Low rumble, did not see the aircraft
Disturbed again this morning by jet noise roaring in the skies. Sounds
like we live next to a major airport. We are 14 miles away.
Loud jet flying nearby. Too LOUD with a long roar. Sounds like a
Growler.

Here comes the second angry low flying Growler sounding like i live in
a war zone not a NATIONAL MONUMENT!
Our skies are rarely quiet. Sure, there is the occasional commercial
plane winging its way overhead, but it quickly comes and goes. The
ever-present roar of Growlers, no matter where, fills the air. Like
NOW.
Loud jet noise as we are out walking. Rumbling seems continuous.
Jet noise penetrates this area. The roar goes right into our home.

Two growlers flying low, one after the other, over Cattle Pt., headed
NNE. They were so loud we stopped the conversation.

Woke up in terror as growlers were flying all ver above our house.
Even with the notices that they will fly this is terrifying.

2 Growlers few by my house on west side, up the SJC Channel.
Horrific noise, during dinner. Shook house. Whats the reason for this
flight path? Is it just a joy ride by pilots?

Fly over right above our house with several jets. Woke us up.
Sounded like war zone

Jet roaring extremely loud tonight. Continuous.
Loud jet screaming overhead. The roar is too loud and too long. Must
be flying very low.
The roaring of jets and their vibrations are all around. there is no
peace tonight. When will it stop? How can we sleep?
Jet noise continues to disrupt the night. Too loud to sleep, and it is
going after 10pm.
Excessively loud jet noise. the skies are filled with jets roaring
around. Noise penetrates our home. Closing all doors and windows
does not prevent disruptive noise. How to sleep?
loud engine runups Shook the house. And our chests. Trying to sleep.
Lasted several hours
11:15pm. Jet noise permeates my home. I cannot sleep. This is
abuse by the Navy. The growler is NOT appropriate for this region,
where people live. TOO LOUD as they race through the skies. The
roaring is everywhere.
11:23pm The Jet roaring continues. So loud it penetrates our home
with windows and doors shut. Is this right? The Navy bombarding us
at 11:24 pm? This is abuse.
Interrupted conversation
Woken from sleep in the dead of night by a thunderous blast of noise
from a low flying EA-18G Growler, flying right over our house. The
Navy's policy is hurting our health and well-being. Those responsible
for allowing this are criminals.

VERY LOUD jet roaring overhead. Long roaring. Growler jet noise is
prolonged. Disturbed my train of thought as I was concentrating on
my work. Sounds like a train in the front yard. As I write this it is still
roaring.
ANOTHER excessively loud growler jet destroys a conversation. n
growlers are TOO LOUD. They fly too low over populated areas.
Interrupted conversation. Covered ears.
Another loud jet roar. TOO LOUD
ANOTHER loud jet this afternoon rumbles in the sky. It is disturbing.
The jet roaring is constant now. Like constant thunder. Very
disturbing.
T%he jet roaring continues, everpresent, pervasive. This is abuse.
And now we are told it will continue next week. We are a war zone.
10:05pm June 23. Jet roaring overhead. How to sleep with this
intrusion?
10:09pm, June 23. ANOTHER screaming jet roars overhead. Sounds
low. Are we a war zone? Do the jets need to fly over populated areas
this late at night?
woke me up with loud frequent roar
I step outside this morning, and all I hear is jet rumbling in the skies.
This is disturbing. The growlers are too noisy for this area. We
should not be having this disruption from so far away.
This has been a bad week. Some jets very loud and immediately over
head, frequent distant roaring. Several times into the night, made
sleep difficult. Horrible background roaring.

Loud jet roar first thing this morning cuts into our home right as we
open our door. Can't see it but it has the signature extended roar of
the growler.
Very loud jet flting over southend of Lopez. Long prolonged roar,
sounds like a growler. Disturbed us.
Outside dinner ....with jet noise as a backdrop. Really unpleasant.
Another extremely loud jet with long long long roaring flying over
southend of Lopez. Again, the deep and extended roar characteristic
of the growler. Very loud and interrupts our activity.
There is a deep and pervasive rumbling of jets in the skies that is
preventing sleep. 11::39pm. Since I cannot seem to have a quiet
night due to jet noise, I am writing this complaint. The growlers are
once again abusing us.
12:05am I am still unable to sleep due to jet noise, a continuous
rumble and roar in the skies. Hoping this will end so I can go back to
bed.
Incredible jet roar southend Lopez. Huge deep rumbling roar that
blotted out everything else. LONG roar, typical of Growler
Periodic jet roarings since about 4pm. Very loud, deep roars. Bad sign
of how the evening is going to go.
Jet noise rumbling in the skies is pretty constant now. Blotting out
natural noises. Very distracting.
10:30pm and the jets are rumbling. Constant roar in the sky. Have to
close doors and windows on this lovely night in order to hope to fall
asleep.
5:38pm Growler jet flying low - LOW - directly overhead, Mud Bay,
Lopez island. TOO LOUD. An intrusive ROAR and SCREAM that blocks
out everything else.

6 hours, from 1800-2400, of ongoing noise. Stressful and disturbing.
hours of constant jet noise last night till after midnight -- first
rumblings this evening -- hoping this plague doesn't go on all evening
again tonight.
hour after hour of the loud rumble -what civilized country allows their
military to fly pactice runs all evening, past midnight, night after
night? makes sleep impossible. ruining our own peoples' lives.
Very loud and insistent jet roaring noise in the skies. The noise is
EVERYWHERE. Blocks out normal sounds.
Noon. Excessive jet noise this morning, like the noisy jet passing
overhead right now. Cloud cover, but it sounds just like all the other
Growlers. Noisy morning.
Another huge roar in the sky, jet roar. TOO LOUD.
Tried to be outside this afternoon, but there is too much jet roar in
the skies. The excessive roar from growler jets is too much for this
area.
Have decided to cancel planned walk along Iceberg Point, our
National Monument. There is too much jet roaring going on at the
south end of Lopez, such as RIGHT NOW. Jets are disruptive.
4:46pm. A HUGE BOOM out of nowhere hit our home. Now I can tell
it is a growler because of the long extended roar after the boom.
Sounded like an explosion. As I write this, the roar is continuing.
Continuing.
Wanted to sit outside and enjoy the late evening. Had to come in.
Too much jet noise was distracting and stalled conversation.

